Effects of the Application of STEM Curriculum Integration Model to Living Technology Teaching on Business School Students’ Learning Effectiveness
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Abstract
Learning area integrated teaching, teaching unit topics and the contents of various subjects with team teaching and cooperative learning to have students learn better integrated concepts, is emphasized domestically. Nevertheless, it is discovered that subject-specific teaching is still used in living technology teaching area. The integration and application of knowledge content learned in classes could enhance the problem solving opportunity.

To effectively achieve research objectives and test research hypotheses, nonequivalent test experimental design is applied to the experimental research in this study. Aiming at 312 business school students of Parahyangan Catholic University (UNPAR), Indonesia, as the experimental objects, the research results are summarized as below. 1. STEM curriculum integration model presents significant effects on learning effect. 2. STEM curriculum integration model shows remarkable effects on learning gain. 3. Living technology teaching reveals notable effects on learning effect. 4. Living technology teaching appears significant effects on learning gain. 5. STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching presents remarkable effects on learning effect. 6. STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching shows notable effects on the promotion of learning gain. According to the results to propose suggestions, it is expected to have students analyze problems from more aspects and develop diverse solving strategies to effectively enhance living technology learning effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

Education aims to assist people in learning and applying knowledge to solve problems in life and make the life more convenient and comfortable. Students would learn basic knowledge and ability in the beginning. When sufficient learning experience is accumulated, students would integrate the learned knowledge to develop higher level thinking so as to enhance the successful problem solving ability. In this case, being able to integrate and apply knowledge content learned in classes could enhance the problem solving opportunity. Learning area integrated teaching, teaching unit topics and the content of various subjects with team teaching and cooperative learning to have students learn better integrated concepts, is emphasized domestically. However, current living technology teaching still focuses on subject-specific teaching. The knowledge students learned through living technology teaching is fragmented knowledge that students,
when encountering problems, could not integrate and apply the learned fragmented knowledge. Moreover, some knowledge is disconnected with daily life to result in students’ low willingness to learn. As a result, students lose the interests in learning living technology to cause low academic achievement.

STEM curriculum integration model, a teaching method integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, integrates the curriculum objective, content, activity, and evaluation (Barroso, 2020; Changtong, Maneejak, & Yasri, 2020; Chen & Chang, 2018; Ha et al., 2020; Hasanah, 2020; Madani, 2020; Ritter, 2017). The application of STEM learning activity could combine science, technology, engineering, and mathematics as well as cultivate students’ problem solving ability so that students could make thinking and exploration in the life problem and further design the corresponding solution. The curriculum and teaching integration characteristic of STEM curriculum integration model is consistent to the curriculum integration objective in living technology area that the application of STEM curriculum integration model could develop the curriculum integration characteristic, enhance the opportunity for students connecting theories with real life, as well as induce students’ learning motivation and enhance students’ understanding of the application of science, technology, mathematics, and engineering in the activity process. The design of curricula with the integrative concept allows students integrating fragmented knowledge learned from various subjects through integrative instructional events. Technology education stresses on students’ do-it-yourself to cultivate the creative thinking and problem solving ability in the learning process for the application to daily life. Technology teachers should provide the environment for students learning problem solving ability and offer specific and real problem solutions so that students could enhance the technology problem solving ability through the problem solving process. In this case, STEM curriculum integration model could be applied to guide students generating interests in the discussion of problems in life, efficiently applying the knowledge and skills of science, mathematics, and other subjects to solve problems, as well as proving the learned knowledge in order to achieve the learning-application integration. It is the purpose to integrate living technology into the same learning area. STEM curriculum integration model is therefore applied to the research on the effect of living technology teaching on business school students’ learning effectiveness in this study. It is expected to have students learn to analyze problems from more aspects, develop diverse solving strategies, and effectively enhance living technology learning effectiveness.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Ching et al. (2018) stated that thematic curriculum in curriculum integration was theme centered, without considering disciplinary boundary, and organized knowledge, experience, and activity related to the theme to develop the thematic learning activity. Denning (2017) mentioned that STEM curriculum integration model, as thematic curriculum integration, integrated science, technology, engineering, and mathematics for students learning integrated and complete knowledge and applying what they learned to daily life. Hummell (2018) pointed out STEM curriculum integration model as the disciplinary curriculum integration model that STEM curriculum integration model was the integrated curriculum integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, including the curriculum content and instructional events, for students learning systematic knowledge and cultivating knowledge integration and problem solving ability. Barak and Assal (2018) regarded STEM curriculum integration model as the curriculum integration model integrating scientific exploration, technological method, engineering design, and mathematical calculation, containing the curriculum content and instructional events. Techakotis and Nilsook (2018) explained that “science” stressed on the discussion of “why”, to pursue and explore rules of the nature, “technology” emphasized “how to do”, to authentically produce tools designed in engineering to facilitate human life, “engineering” aimed to design required tools with scientific discovery, and “mathematics” was the basis of scientific knowledge acquisition and the tool for analysis and statistics. Jackson & Mohr-Schroeder (2018) pointed out the strong relationship among science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, where science developed depending on technology, tested natural phenomena, laws, and rules, technology aimed to understand the function and structure of various materials in the natural world through science, engineering attempted to design tools required for real life through the scientific discovery, and scientific research needed mathematics as the tool and some mathematical theorems as the basis; a lot of scientific laws aimed to deduce mathematical formula. Donegan-Ritter (2017) proposed that the application of STEM curriculum
integration model to the curriculum integrative learning of science (nature), technology, engineering, and mathematics could positively affect students' learning attitude and effectiveness. Kale et al. (2018) indicated that students, through STEM curriculum integration model, could more easily comprehend complicated engineering and technology concepts to solve technology and engineering problems with the learned concepts. After the STEM learning activity, So et al. (2019) discovered that students could analyze problems and systematically complete works. Wang and Degol (2017) mentioned that learning activity through STEM curriculum integration model allowed students more logically thinking of problems and systematically completing assignments. The following hypotheses are therefore proposed in this study.

**H1**: STEM curriculum integration model presents significant effects on learning effect.

**H2**: STEM curriculum integration model shows remarkable effects on learning gain.

Fan and Yu (2017) defined technology as humans' innovation of action, including general knowledge and methods, to develop the system for solving problems and expanding human ability; technology literature referred to the ability of understanding, using, and managing technology. Lai (2018) mentioned that, since technology literacy was the basic ability of people, technology literacy education should be included in formal curricula. Su and Lin (2018) indicated that domestic living technology curriculum in technology education aimed to cultivate citizens' technology literacy of understanding technology, well applying technology, and evaluating technology so as to adapt to the life in the future technological society. Danielle and Farran (2018) defined living technology as having students learn technology literacy of understanding technology, well applying technology, and evaluating technology through the curriculum practice as well as adapting to the life in the future technological society. English (2017) stated that technology education aimed to cultivate students' technology literacy; technology was composed of knowledge, processing, and system content, where knowledge contained 1. the essence and evolution of technology, 2. the relationship among individual society, culture, and technology, and 3. the concept of technology. Processing covered 1. the design and development of technology system, 2. the control and characteristics of technology system, 3. the use of technology system, and 4. the consequence and evaluation after using technology system. Wing (2017) explained that system content included 1. information system, 2. material system, and 3. biological system. Chalmers et al. (2017) regarded learning effectiveness as the measurement of students achieving the learning goal in the learning process. After the learning activity, evaluation was utilized for evaluating the effect in order to understand learners' changes in knowledge, skills, and attitude for the reference of curriculum design or teaching quality improvement. Hsu et al. (2018) further indicated that a person with technology literacy would 1. solve problems by considering different points of view and systems, 2. understand various systems covered in technology and emphasize system-oriented methods, 3. manage technology systems with the concepts of science, mathematics, social science, and humanities, 4. clearly recognize proper solutions and predict the result, 5. understand major technology concepts, 6. integrate the characteristics of engineering, art, design, craftsmanship, technique, machine, and social personnel, 7. understand and comprehend the importance of basic technology development, 8. combine inspiration and resources to satisfy human demands and desires, 9. use and understand various classification systems, 10. see how the society was invented and innovated, and 11. evaluate the influence and consequence of technology systems. Choi et al. (2017) stated that technology education aimed to cultivate citizens' technology literacy, which contained cognition (technology related knowledge), affection (correlations between technology and society, attitude towards technology handling), and skills (problem solving ability). Accordingly, the following hypotheses are proposed in this study.

**H3**: Living technology teaching reveals notable effects on learning effect.

**H4**: Living technology teaching appears significant effects on learning gain.

**H5**: STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching presents remarkable effects on the promotion of learning effect.

**H6**: STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching shows notable effects on the promotion of learning gain.
Table 1. Variance analysis of STEM curriculum integration model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Schaeff post hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning effect</td>
<td>21.384</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning gain</td>
<td>27.552</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* stands for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01

METHOD AND SAMPLE

Operational Definition

**STEM curriculum integration model**

With experimental research, teaching with STEM curriculum integration model (experimental group) and general traditional model (control group) are preceded.

**Living technology teaching**

Teaching with living technology teaching (experimental group) and general traditional model (control group) is preceded for the living technology teaching experimental research.

**Learning effectiveness**

Referring to Chou (2018), learning effectiveness in this study cover two dimensions.

1. Learning effect—including test performance, schedule completion time, and term performance.
2. Learning gain—containing learning satisfaction, achievement, and preference.

Research Subject and Research Design

To effectively achieve research objectives and test research hypotheses, nonequivalent test experimental design is utilized for the experimental research in this study. Aiming at business school students of Parahyangan Catholic University (UNPAR), Indonesia, total 312 students, as the experimental objects, are preceded the STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching 2×2 experiment. The experiment is grouped into living technology teaching (living technology teaching, general traditional model) ×STEM curriculum integration model (STEM curriculum integration model, general traditional model) for the 15-week (3 hours per week for total 45 hours) experimental teaching.

Analysis Method

Analysis of variance is used for discussing the effect of STEM curriculum integration model on learning effectiveness, the effect of living technology teaching on learning effectiveness, and the effect of STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching on learning effectiveness.

ANALYSIS AND RESULT

**Variance Analysis of STEM Curriculum Integration Model to Learning Effectiveness**

According to analysis of variance, the difference of STEM curriculum integration model in learning effect and learning gain is discussed. From Table 1, STEM curriculum integration model and general traditional model appear significant differences in learning effect; STEM curriculum integration model shows remarkably higher learning effect than general traditional model that H1 is supported. STEM curriculum integration model reveals notably higher learning gain than general traditional model that H2 is supported.
Table 2. Variance analysis of living technology teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Scheffe post hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>living technology teaching</td>
<td>24.362</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>living technology teaching&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning gain</td>
<td>28.943</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>living technology teaching&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* stands for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01

Table 3. Variance analysis of STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching to learning effectiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Scheffe post hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model</td>
<td>14.336</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning gain</td>
<td>17.842</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>living technology teaching</td>
<td>23.564</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>living technology teaching&gt;general traditional model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM curriculum integration model*living technology teaching</td>
<td>37.183</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
<td>11&gt;21&gt;12&gt;22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>11&gt;21&gt;12&gt;22</td>
<td>41.735</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>11&gt;21&gt;12&gt;22</td>
<td>41.735</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* stands for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01

Variance of Living Technology Teaching to Learning Effectiveness

Analysis of variance is applied to discuss the difference of living technology teaching in learning effect and learning gain. From Table 2, living technology teaching and general traditional model present significant differences on learning. Living technology teaching shows higher learning effect than general traditional model that H3 is supported. Living technology teaching reveals higher learning gain than general traditional model that H4 is supported.

Effects of STEM Curriculum Integration Model Integrated Living Technology Teaching

Using analysis of variance for discussing the difference of STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching in learning effectiveness, two-way analysis of variance is applied to discuss the interaction of STEM curriculum integration model and living technology teaching to test the promotion living technology teaching. From Table 3, STEM curriculum integration model integrated living technology teaching appears the highest learning effect and learning gain that H5 and H6 are supported.

CONCLUSION

The research results show obvious progress in learning effectiveness after applying STEM curriculum integration model to living technology teaching activity. Business school students learn the basic skills of living technology and apply the rules learned in science to practice in the activity process so as to make obvious progress on the learning effectiveness. In the learning activity process of applying STEM curriculum integration model to living technology teaching, business school students, through the do-it-yourself process, absorb and understand science, technology, engineering, and mathematics related knowledge. In addition to promoting the knowledge learning of science and engineering, the learning attitude towards technology and engineering is enhanced, and the learned knowledge and attitude could be applied to the life to enhance business school students’ willingness to learn.

SUGGESTION

According to the research conclusions, the following suggestions are proposed in this study.
1. The learning activity content in STEM is broad that business school students should have learned the knowledge content before the practice of STEM learning activity and the teaching content should be properly adjusted to avoid bad learning effectiveness.

2. Subject knowledge learning tests should be preceded before the learning activity in order to understand individual student’s learning situation. It is suggested that low-performance students should be provided more explanations of the learning content to enhance the understanding of applying relevant rules; high-performance students, on the other hand, could be provided more complicated tasks. Since high-performance students could quickly understand and even familiarize the learning content, further content or requirement could be provided in the learning activity. In this case, low-performance students could understand relevant rules and content through learning activity, and high-performance students could learn more content.

3. For the application of STEM curriculum integration model to living technology teaching activity, mathematics and nature content should be reviewed in the beginning. However, some difficult content might cause opposite effect so that most students’ willingness to learn science and mathematics cannot be enhanced. It is suggested to have students make works and then the relative rules are explained to further reinforce students’ comprehension of subject related content and concepts.
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